Dystopian Dreaming

Dissect Yourself

The Arm
My right lower arm lies in front of me on a table, the inner surface I see. In my left hand I´m
holding a scalpel. Carefully I begin to cut through the skin of my right arm, lengthwise. Then
deeper, very carefully, not interested in causing any damage. I´m cutting through the subcutis, the
adipose tissue, till I reach the muscular tissue. In an hours lasting process I´m exposing the anatomy
of my right lower arm. The upper and the lower muscles, the veins and arteries, the tendons and
bones, and the nerves. I look at all carefully, study it. It´s fascinating seeing all this, all this
complexity. But then I´m disappointed, not finding what I´m searching for. I´m very pedantic in my
doing, recheck everything again and again - I think that I´ve made no mistake, compare everything
with a coursebook for anatomy again and again. Everything is still intact, I damaged nothing, but I
cannot find it.
I´m puzzled, looking at all this that lies displayed in front of me. Maybe it was the wrong place to
look for it? But wasn´t it the place were so many lives find their end? Yes, maybe it was just the
wrong place...........

The Leg
I sat on a wooden chair, looked at the inner side of my right upper leg. Again I needed hours to
dissect this part of my body, to expose the muscles, the veins and arteries, the tendons and nerves.
Of course, most attention I spent the main artery and the sciatic nerve. I was not that much surprised
to find it not here, at this place. In fact, it would had surprised me would it had been different. But
after the lower arm the upper leg seemed to be a logic continuation. Nevertheless was the time not
wasted, it had been very interesting, fascinating and educational hours.

The Lung
I looked down at my naked chest - a lot of work awaited me. I started, of course, with the Y-shaped
incision, to reveal the ribs. It was hard work to remove a part of the ribs, the sternum, with a shear,
to see my heart and the lungs. But the heart was not my aim, the lungs were my aim.
Again the scalpel in my hand, I cut deep into the left part of my lung, while the lung lifted and
lowered. Blood oozed out, a lot of blood, I looked at the bronchi and alveoli - air emerged from
them, but in a way it was boring.
No, this was definitively not the place, here I could find nothing!

The Heart
After the lungs, barren of results, I looked at my beating heart. I took the scalpel and made two deep
and long cuts to open the both sides of it. The arterial and the venous blood mingled and ran down
to form a red surface on the ground, molded by the darker and the brighter blood. I looked at the
system of blood vessels, valves and ventricles, in which way all worked together. It was fascinating,
but nothing could be found here.

The Brain
I looked in the mirror, the skullcap removed, the brain visible. Shall I examine it? Why? There I
would find nothing.........

The Truth
I looked at me, my right arm, my right upper leg, my chest, my head. No, there I would not find it why I should? The truth about the truth was, that the truth

The Fulfillment Of Humankind
Meeting The Lady
First Encounter
"The woman has arrived, shall I bring her to you immediately?"
"No, it has time till the evening. At the moment I have more important things to do."
"Just as you wish, Supreme Leader. Anything else?"
"No."
"Thank you, Supreme Leader."
The burden of the knowing that you have to bestow the world a new future, to fulfill the natural
destiny of humankind. No, it would have to have time, till the evening, to meet her. At the
moment........at the moment decisions I have to make, the progresses are arousing, still yet the
dangers are there, still yet the enemies are threatening us, our new world order was not irrevocably
yet, we had to be careful, we had to be hard, we had to be brutal - we had to be very brutal!
"You have called for me, Supreme Leader."
"Yes, summon a meeting with the war council for the afternoon. In the evening a dinner for two."
"A special menu?"
"She´s British - a small menu, not more than six courses. Gray partridge, lamp, of course fish and
crustaceans, morels, asparagus - in that way."
"I will inform the kitchen. Anything else - beverages?"
"Nothing special. Corresponding wines to the dinner, of course champagne and the standard on
Whiskey, Gin and so on."
"I will inform the cellar. Anything else?"
"Some nice flowers......nice and fresh flowers in the dining room and the library. Roses, white and
black roses, my favorite flowers. And make sure that each of her wishes will be fulfilled."
"Of course. Should she stay the whole time in her rooms till the evening?"
"No, she can spend time in the English or Japanese garden if she wishes to be there."
"Other rooms in the house?"
"No. Only her rooms and the English and Japanese garden."
"Of course. Anything else?"
"Not at the moment."
"Her apparel for the evening? Still that what you´ve chosen for her so far?"
"Yes, the dress for the dinner and the lingerie for the library."
"Thank you, Supreme Leader."
The time would come, unfortunately I would not witness this bright time anymore, when this fight
would come to its end. I was the beginning, but I would be not the end. My task was it, to advance
the fight thus far, that irrevocable facts would had been created - I was the creator, and this new
world would be my creation........
*********************************
"The woman waits in the dining room now as you wished it, Supreme Leader."
"Let her wait a bit, and maybe you should call her from now on a “lady”."
"Of course. The "lady" waits in the dinning room."
"Does you have offered her something to drink?"
"Of course, but she wants to wait till you´re with her."
"Of course, she´s knows how to please. How does she looks like in the dress I´ve chosen for her?"
"Simply breathtaking - I think she would look breathtaking in nearly all dresses."

"Yes, that´s true. Nevertheless it was no easy decision. Something with a very large neckline for
instance, or with none? Yes, no easy decision."
"The one you´ve chosen will please you in any case. A fantastic neckline, not too much, but fine to
expose enough. Very good for the wonderful necklace you´ve chosen, together with her fantastic
collarbones. And the back view? Her gorgeous shoulder blades - you will love them. The hem? In
the back the hem touches the ground, in the front the hem presents her wonderful white stockingfooted ankles - perfect! The wonderful white fabric that flows down her naked body, this fabric tells
you everything about her wonderfully womanly shape. Her golden t-strapped shoes.........."
"......that´s enough, I´m enough horny now. Maybe I should fuck you before I will meet her? But
that would be no good style. Announce her now that I will come."
"Yes, Supreme Leader."
*********************************
"Stand up and raise your head, we´re alone, no need to be that formal. - Why you are looking that
surprised, because of her? She not counts of course - and feel free to speak!"
"It´s a great honor for me to be here........."
"......didn´t I say that you shouldn´t be formal? Maybe we should take a seat and have a glass of
champagne before we start with the dinner - do you like this settee?"
"A very nice tete-à-tete - antique?"
"Sorry that I smile, but......."
"Sorry that I´ve asked......."
"Don´t worry, be a bit more relaxed and have a seat. Champagne?"
"Of course, champagne is always a very pleasure."
"I´ve heard a lot from you and your enthusiasm for our new world order. But to have you here, to sit
with you one this old vis-à-vis - neither the descriptions of you, nor the pictures of you can compete
with your beauty in person."
"Thanks for your words, Supreme Leader........"
"..........no, no, no! Haven´t we said that we wouldn´t be formal?"
"Sorry, it´s a very special situation for me."
"Well, sure, this is the ultimate place. Nevertheless, you´ve fucked with very prominent men
already, therefore this here should be not that uncommon for you?"
"Nevertheless, as you said, this is the ultimate place. Especially because I´m not that sure why I´m
here tonight. I´m not saying this because I expect an answer! It´s not permissible for me as a women
to expect answers from men, I said this only because to explain my uncertainty."
"And to illustrate your smartness."
"Maybe I´m as smart as a woman can be, but..........."
"..........yes, also this I´ve heard about you several times, that you can be very, very devote - and not
only in the sleeping room. You know what words men like to hear. But maybe I should tell you that
I hate bootlickers, especially close to me. This kind of persons are good as heelers, but near to me I
need persons who have their own mind."
"As I said, it´s difficult at the moment for me to know, what you´re expecting of me. For me as a
woman it´s my biggest endeavor to please you. As you said it, it´s not the first time for me to be in
such a situation with a man - or maybe it´s the first time?"
"Maybe we should have dinner?"
"Nothing, what I would love more to do."
"Then let us begin with the dinner. I hope that you will enjoy the meals which my kitchen have
prepared for us."
"I´ve heard, that you´re a very good cook by yourself?"
"Well, the recipes are created by me - more or less, some are very classic. Let us talk about food
during the dinner, it´s a very nice topic."
"That´s true, food is a very fascinating topic."

"And do me a favor."
"Yes?"
"Do not tell me all the time, that everything is better than everything you´ve ever eaten. This is not
very likely - even that you´re English."
"I think, that I´ve understood you."
*********************************
"So far she was a very pleasant dialog partner. Her new "apparel"? Does it fits her?"
"Absolutely, black always fitted a woman like her. The wonderful transparency that reveals
everything, but unfolds the wings of fantasy. The black stockings and the black heeled shoes - the
black shoe straps. Her wonderful pinned-up hairdo to revel her delicate neck..........."
".......enough, enough! It was very hard to spend three hours with her, looking at her, during the
dinner. But it´s simply wonderful, to know that you have any time the opportunity - so why not
defer the inevitable? - She waits in the library?"
"Yes. She stands in the library and waits to get unveiled."
"She´s covered with the cape?"
"As you ordered it, Supreme Leader."
"Very fine, very fine........."
*********************************
"Very fine, very fine........."
"Shall I remove the cape?"
"No, wait a moment. It´s a moment of enjoyment. And isn´t it fascinating? She´s definitively one of
this women, a real beauty in very young age already, but then more and more beautiful with every
decade, till she reaches her climax. Does she has reached her climax now - what does you think? I
think not. Sure, she´s in her forties now, but I think one or even two more decades? But that long I
definitively not wanna wait - remove the cape."
"Yes, Supreme Leader."
"What an outstanding body. You know what I like most on women, on women like you?"
"No."
"The face, the face is the place of emotions. And your face with this wonderful cheek bones? Who
would need anything more than such a face, capable to such a smile, to become horny? The rest?
The rest is a bonus - and what a bonus! Yes, everything said about your legs, your ass, your tits was
no exaggeration. And your bush is perfect, and I guess also the rest of your pussy - shall we have a
seat?"
"With pleasure."
"What I can offer you?"
"A Dirty Martini, please."
"Well, very nice. How much of them?"
"Dorothy was an interesting woman, but I think I will not need four of them to be under my host
later."
"Therefor you would need in fact none......"
*********************************
"Well, to answer your question, you´re here because I´ve heard interesting things about you - on one
hand. On the other hand I´m looking for a person, and maybe that person could be you."
"I fear that not answers my question, if you allow me to say it that frankly."
"As I said it, you should speak in a frank manner tonight. Everything else would be stupid. But
obviously I cannot tell you the result of our conversation, but at least it should be a conversation."

"Then let me ask in a frank manner - you wish me for your harem?"
"Harem? It would be new to me that I have a harem?"
"People are saying that."
"In Britain?"
"Yes."
"Too much fantasy, but a funny idea."
"But there´re women........."
".....there´re women I fuck. And some of them are delighting me more, to fuck them. And some of
them I fuck more often or regularly. But sorry, I´ve no harem."
"Some of this women are only fucked by you?"
"Not so far."
"You see, the difficulty is, that not that much is known about you, your person, your way to live,
your life - even your aims."
"My aims? You´re unsure about my aims? But you´re one of the most prominent supporters of my
movement, as a women in Britain?"
"Of course I know all your writing, the book, the essays, your speeches. And I support
everything............"
".......everything? - The function of the women?"
"Obviously."
"Really?"
"Doubts?"
"Yes."
"Why?"
"Because you´re very smart woman."
"Can women be smart?"
"Never said that not. Ask you´re question - "the question"."
"Well, the question would be in which way everything is structured, what are your plans, the plans
for the near future, the plans for the far future, your final goal - the question would be to get a real
insight in everything. But I´m a woman, maybe a smart woman, but in the end a woman."
"What are "your" aims, clever woman? You acted very clever, offered your pussy the right men,
said the right things - what are your aims?"
"At least I never thought that I would sit here with you - maybe that I would meet you one day,
maybe you would fuck me one day, but not that I would have dinner with you - only dinner! Not
that I would sit with you thereafter on this nice settee, draped in this arousing outfit, drinking
Martinis and talking."
"The night is still young, there´s no need to hurry..........."
".....would you allow me to interrupt you?"
"Now our conversation starts to get interesting. Of course."
"Would your interest be to fuck me, you simply could do it. I cannot imagine that you always have a
dinner and a long conversation with a woman beforehand. This puzzles me, to be honest."
"Would you say that you´re ambitious?"
"As far as it´s fitting for a woman? Yes, yes I would say that I´m ambiguous in that sense."
"How would you describe your ambitions?"
"To be a part of the upper class, definitively not working class. I understand your starting points, I
understand the consequences, I like it that you´re consequent and that you´re thinking the things
through to the end. That you´re not afraid of harsh consequences, that you announce them, that you
stand and fight for them, but........."
"Yes?"
"Why this collaboration with this Nazi bunch for instance? They are scum! Should this be the
future? This intellectual dummies, they are shit! You´re talking about the assignment of the men,
you´re talking about the assignment of the women, you´re talking about the assignment of our race!
You´re talking about that no longer families shall rule the world, the best should rule the world. You

are talking about that descent is nothing, that aptitude is everything. You´re........"
"......it´s okay. Well, and?"
"You´re talking about this, but not much is know about the people who are surrounding you, not
much is known about you. I´m only a woman, why you´re talking with me in this way?"
"We´re in a very critical moment of our development just now. In countries like Germany, France,
Spain or Italy we make fantastic progress. Now Britain joined us. Britain and France are important,
soon we will have the access to nuclear weapons, soon we will be unassailable. But we need the
USA, Russia would be also very good. Then we would have reached the point of no return, then we
could change the world to fulfill the humans´ destiny."
"And why I´m here? Why we´re talking with each other in this way?"
"You asked about the Nazis?"
"Yes."
"I´ve written something, I said something, I´m the starting point of a movement. But I need troupes,
I need useful idiots. In the afternoon I had a meeting with my war council? It´s funny to talk with
them, they really think they would decide something. They are puppets, puppets you´re playing
with. The true power is at another place."
"You are the true power - why you named yourself the "Supreme Leader of the World" such early?"
"It´s a game. You´re telling it them, but then you tell them that "world" would mean "the European
world". It´s very interesting who reacts in which way."
"Do you really think that the Chinese for instance are believing you, that "world" only means
European world?"
"It´s a process, it will take time till we will have the power and the opportunity to erase China and
the Asians. Therefore we need one power who rules the Asian world for us, therewith that at the end
we only would have to destroy this power and therewith the Asian race."
"And this power should be China?"
"Or Japan, whoever will win this war, the war between China and Japan - Japan leads so far what
wars concerns."
"You´re sounding like Napoléon or Hitler! Against Russia my troupes - we know the results!"
"We´re fighting a war, that´s true. And yes, also guns are fired, but today the decisive battle is a
virtual battle. It´s an idea, it´s a virus, it´s an epidemic - you´re one of the victims."
"Yes, as I heard your ideas for the first time I thought: Wow, another loony! Moreover I thought: No
woman every will follow this ideas! But then it started and I thought about the possibilities. And
about that, that your ideas maybe weren´t stupid, maybe they were ingenious, maybe they were the
solution for everything - why you´re not calling you a god?"
"Gods? Why should I need a god? I´m a human and the redeemed humankind will be more as any
god ever could be."
"You know what impressed me the most?"
"I think so, but..........."
"Yes, you know it and now I feel it. All this insects, calling themselves humans, see how they fulfill
their doom! No today living human will be part of the humans´ fulfillment.........."
"That´s true. This is the beginning, but it will last a long time till........yeah, this is the beginning. In
the beginning structures have to be destroyed, everything has to be destroyed. But not with
weapons, only as far as needed. The real destruction is the idea."
****
"I have to confess Mr. Maurer, that I not thought that you would accept my invitation to my
television show."
"Why not?"
"Well, the reactions to your book are very negative. In social media they grill you - some say the
biggest shit storm ever. Feminists call you a Nazi and woman hater, others a psychopath and
megalomaniac. The reaction of my audience speaks volumes! "

"And yet I sit in a TV studio with you - with a woman."
"Let us talk about women. You´re thinking that their fulfillment is it to satisfy the men´s desires,
their sexual desires?"
"I thought you´ve read the book?"
"I have, but maybe I´m only a stupid woman?"
"Maybe a sulky woman, but I never have written that women cannot be intelligent - that would be
stupid, or? I mean, only to think about female Nobel Prize winners? Can you read the book again,
and this time really and intensive? It would be a pleasure for me to come again then."
"No, it´s okay, my dear audience......... - I fear my audience not likes the way you´re talking with
me."
"This is the problem. You´re alleging something, and I should defend me? I cannot show that I
never said that women are stupid, but you could show that I said it, therefore, please prove your
allege - please."
"Everything that you ever said or wrote..........."
".....sorry that I interrupt you - and whatever "your" audience thinks about it! - show me the quote,
were I say that women are stupid!"
"But they have to satisfy the sexual desires of men!"
"You´re a racist! Are you really thinking that only stupid women can satisfy men in a sexual regard?
Or that a woman who satisfies a men´s sexual desire is automatically stupid - this are weird
thoughts!"
"But you´re saying that women have to fulfill every men´s sexual wishes!"
"NO! I "never" said that they have to - you´re putting the cart before the horse!"
"Okay, what does you have written in your book?"
"Our world is no good world - wars, greed, suffering.......we all know this. Why? And maybe more
important? Who? Who is the source of all this suffering? The simple answer? Men! This is my
starting point, which leads to the question "why" and then to the interrogation: Can we do
something, to make this world better?"
****
"And now?"
"Another Dry Martini - next door."
****
"Many is said about my ideas and my aims, I´m happy that today so many are here to get their
information first-handed. It´s said a lot about that I wanna command other people, what they have to
do. Everybody can do everything, but I not accept that some think I´m not allowed to articulate my
thinking. I pondered about this world for a long time, I created ideas, maybe they are wrong, maybe
nobody will be interested in them, but I have the right to talk about them. And should others come
to the belief that my thoughts and my ideas are maybe not that stupid as some say, then they have
the right to listen to me and join me!
I thought about why this world is as it is. It´s a men´s world, therefore we have to reflect about the
men. I came to the point that the way men act in this world is the wrong way - the way we have
organized our world is the wrong way. In my book I have needed five hundred pages to talk about
all that, what are wrong developments to my opinion.
Some points. A few families in the world own nearly everything. Why? Because they worked hard?
They become president because they were born in the right clan, not because they are the best for
the job. For me it´s not important whether a man is billionaire or a member of a "well known
family" or that he knows "the right persons", for me it´s important that he´s the best for the job. We
have to overcome ancestry, the best have to get the jobs!
All are equal - who should believe in this shit? Yes, I said shit! When looking at all of you then I see

diversity. You there, do you think you could break an Olympic record? Not? Why? We´re all equal?
No, we´re not all equal, we´re diverse! Not everybody can do everything, also I cannot break an
Olympic record. Some can do more, some can do less, we should say this openly. And also, that to
be the son of somebody says nothing about your own qualification.
Families, a man and a woman and children - we have to question this. Suppressed sexuality is for
me one of the major reasons for this devastating world. We have to change this, we have to live
sexuality openly, also the women. Why covering the women´s beauty? Show it! Women are
beautiful, why one should deny this?
I would wish me an open and free discussion. I would be happy if you would join this discussion.
At such occasions, using social media, talking with your neighbors. Some politicians have criticized
me, lied about my thoughts and aims. Ask them about their alternatives, what are their plans to
overcome the injustice in this world, to make this world a place worth living in. Climate change will
destroy our basis for living - the reaction of the rich clans and families? This will not harm us that
much, maybe we even can make profit with it? This has to stop, we need brave decisions for a
bright future! Ask you politicians about their braveness, maybe they are only cowards?
Some asked whether I plan to become a politician, to found a party. We need no longer politicians,
parties, people who are only talking! We need a movement, we need people who act! The
parliament? Are you really thinking that this is the place were decisions are made? NO! We all
know it! NO!"
****
"About what you´re thinking? I hope that I was able to satisfy you?"
"Of course - about the very beginning. The early days, much has happened since then."
"What do you think was the most important moment so far?"
"As some of this greedy fuckers thought that they could make more money by supporting me, rather
then by fighting against me."
"You had said that one of your aims is it, to destroy their families and clans - why then they started
to support you?"
"There was this little soldier, this little Private First Class, everybody laughed about him. Then they
thought that they could use him............the rest is history. "
****
"We thank you therefor, that you followed our invitation, Mr. Maurer."
"I feel honored to get an invitation of such a sophisticated group of economic leaders of our
country, with connections throughout the world."
"Well, I think we can speak openly?"
"I would appreciate this very much."
"In a surprisingly short time your movement, and still it´s a movement only, became very popular. I
think it´s important for us, who are controlling the fate of this country and beyond, that we should
not ignore you and your ideas."
"I´m all ear."
"I think I can talk for all of us, and for all serious economists in this world, that you´re talking about
serious matters. We all know that there will be always an elite, and that this elite will be always a
male elite. We´re only not sure about, if you should announce this obviousness this frankly,
but........there´re some other points."
"I´m all, ear."
"We, the economic leaders of the world, have established a very good and functioning system, we
don´t think that we would need a revolution. As I said, some of the points that you broached are
very interesting. I think it could be interesting for you, to work together with us. I think we could
offer you some very interesting and profitable perspectives."

"Obviously you all get scared shitless? And to say it frankly, as I always do, you have all the
reasons thereto! At least the ones of you who not are seeing the signs of the times. My supporters
are more and more interested in that I join politics - maybe this will be not necessary? What if I
would recommend my followers a certain party? I think this party would have a very good chance
to win the next elections, as a first step - what do you think?"
"And you will become what then?"
"Nothing! I know some people who would do a very good job in Berlin, also in your favor."
"Would we get collaterals?"
"For what?"
"What you´re saying about families, dynasties, about the aristocracy sounds not that good in our
ears."
"Sorry for that - but as far as I know it, you´re - as an example - not that much happy about the
performance of your son, the person who should be your successor, the one who should control the
fate of your empire after your death?"
"I don´t think that......."
".....but I think so! For me it would be no problem, to kick him to the curb! We need the best on top,
not losers, whatever name they have! This should be in your own interest - it´s your empire!"
"Maybe we can discuss this in detail later. What do you think to work together with us, as I said it,
this would be no.........."
"............I understand this as an agreement, that your interested in to join my movement? It would
give you many possibilities for the future."
"I think that we have to discuss this further on in our group. Can we give you our answer later?"
"Don´t wait too long. My supporters wait for my decisions. Maybe I have to become a politician to
my own, but maybe we can handle this in a different way. And only to say it, I would not persists
the idea of killing me. Even if you would be successful, this would end in a carnage. And you can
guess twice who definitively wouldn´t survive this carnage - I wish you all a very nice evening and
await your positive answer."
****
"How long do you think it will last, till you´re the Supreme Leader of the World? I mean the real
whole world?"
"Maybe I never will be it - you´re disappointed?"
"Would depend on........"
"What?"
"You´re not thinking that the movement will fail - or?"
"My dear, what a thought! The movement will achieve a fantastic win! One day the whole world
will follow the movement, because the movement will be the world. Why convincing others? Why
dealing with unworthy life? Okay, as far as you need them, as long as you can use them, as long as
that they are functional, maybe - but then? Abolish them, erase them, annihilate them - the
movement is all what this world needs! Unfortunately this process will need time, unfortunately we
have enemies who own nuclear weapons, unfortunately we have to accomplish our job step by step.
Unfortunately nobody can tell me how long I still will live."
"This movement needs you, your death now would be a disaster!"
"Sooner or later I will die, sooner or later this movement will need a new leader. It´s better to think
about it early enough."
****
"Supreme Leader, your commands?"
"Kill this asshole´s son - and ensure, that it will be an awful death!"
"With pleasure, Supreme Leader!"

****
"I´m horny again."
"How shall I satisfy you?"
"Looking at your perfect body, at your perfect face, your wonderful smile is satisfaction enough - I
wanna fuck you from behind this time."
***
"You killed my son!"
"I never killed anybody."
"You have henchman for it, I know! But this will have consequences, I have a strong influence in
this country, this was your one step to much!"
"Yes, maybe I gone too far. Would you allow me to apologize?"
"I will kill you!"
"Yes, Supreme Leader."
"Kill this fucking old man in the same way as his son. He should be grateful that I have solved his
problem with his son. Let no good deed go unpunished - they have to understand now that they can
cooperate with me or they can die. Sooner or later they all will die."
****
"And then they cooperated with you?"
"Yes, I not founded a new party, I used their old one. I was no nominee, but enough of my followers
on the list. They caused early elections and achieved a fantastic win by the support of my followers.
This was the breakthrough in Germany."
"Germany - never again in our country, what a wonderful irony!"
"But we´re still at the beginning. Germany is relatively stable now. France, Spain, Italy and other
West European countries are developing in the right direction. It´s nice that Great Britain joined the
movement now with the first steps. The east European countries are liking our ideas, look at their
little jumping-jack leaders. We still use them for some time till we´re deciding to get rid of them."
"And also the USA is ready to join the movement."
"All over the world there are developments in this way. But we have to develop Europe first.
Germany is more and more under our control. As I said, France is important because of their
nuclear weapons - as well as Great Britain."
****
"Everybody knows that this will become a government by the grace of Mr. Maurer! He and his
disgraceful movement has conquered our country - we have warned about this!"
"Don´t whine, the only reason that you´re cheesed about this result is, that you´re no longer of
importance. I as the front runner of my party can only say that we accept the voters decision, that
we see our outright majority as a distinct prompt to change this country - and we will do this."
"You will transform this county into a dictatorship! But it´s not too late, still we have an opposition,
still we have an independent justice, still we have people who can speak out freely! Still.........."
"........sorry that I interrupt you, but I have the feeling that you´re the dictator at the moment? The
German people have spoken and gave us the outright majority of all votes. But that´s okay, let us
see how democratic the lefties will be. What we will not accept will be, that they think that they
have the right to act against the decision of the majority of the German voters. Let us see who the
dictator and who the democrat is."

****
"I can remember very well, how it was as the first government of the movement started with their
work in Germany. The first outcry came as no women was part of the new government."
"Everybody has its place. We still have women in high civil service."
"Yeah, it´s always good to have something to fuck near by you."
"You´re a very clever woman. And obviously this is no problem for you as well as for many other
women."
"Well, maybe it´s a problem for feminists and ugly women, especially for ugly feminists what´s
more or less the same. But for a women who knows her aims?"
"And obviously you´re knowing your aims - and without any doubts you´re capable to bring them
to fruition."
"I´m always satisfied if I´m able to satisfy you."
"You do so, be sure about it."
****
"Now that we have the things in Germany firmly under control - the public at such will realize this
later - it´s a pleasure to me to see that in countries like France, Spain and Italy our movement
becomes more and more popular. Therefore it´s a pleasure too me to welcome you interested
persons from this countries here by me for this exchange of ideas. Some of you see problems in
their countries to follow us? - Feel free to speak!"
"Maybe I can say something?"
"Go ahead!"
"In my country, France, as well in other countries we have populist politicians. How we should deal
with them?"
"In the way as Germany did it and do it now. Use them as long as they are useful, then dispose
them."
"But they have a huge lobby, they have a networks........"
"......you have to learn something, their supporters are dumb and / or corrupt. Whatever, it´s easy to
win them over. You only have to wag your tail, my tail is more interesting then theirs - that´s all."
"But this would mean, that we would base our movement on the same corrupt and dumb people?"
"Yes, for the moment! We need them as gullible voters, you need their votes to get the overall
majority, like we here in Germany. But this not means that we have to be interested in them
afterwards, after they have given us their votes."
"I fear that the development in our countries will last longer than in Germany."
"Don´t worry! Here in Germany not that much will happen at the moment. We will wait till we have
a stable development in your countries."
"East Europe?"
"This nice puppy Hitlers there?"
"Yes?"
"The same as with our dumbass populists."
"Great Britain?"
"Will need a somewhat longer time. But hey, they have a very nice fascist history. Sad only that
Edward will be not able to enjoy it."
"But we have two big problems - Russia and the USA, not to talk about China."
"We have to go on step by step. We have to win France for us first - and yes, Great Britain would be
good. We need to assume command over nuclear weapons. Then we´re safe - for the moment. The
USA is ready for us, Russia is not the biggest problem that we have."
"China?"
"China and Japan. In the end we have to accept that the white race not includes the Asians. But this

is a problem we have to solve in a future far away. At a first step China or Japan can have Asia, to
do whatever they wanna do with it - best would be when they would start a war against each other but this all is not, what has to happen today."
"We have to establish governments in Europe, best with overall majorities, who are tributary to the
movement, as first step - do I see this right."
"Exactly, as I did it in Germany. You´re a very clever man - your next steps?"
"First West Europe, than East Europe. We have to work in Russia and the USA parallel. The USA
would be very good, the most powerful army would be ours."
"Very clever, and what would a point that we should keep as a secret?"
"I think it´s not necessary to keep as a secret what we´re thinking about the niggers, but maybe what
will be the final future of the Asians?"
"Again, very clever. And also that the "White Race" not means everybody who has a white skin.
Look at this Nazi scum! You not think that this trash is meant with ubermensch? Step by step, this
movement is an evolution, no revolution. Evolution changes the world slowly but basically.
Revolutions are for idiots!"
****
"Do you allow me a question, a very delicate question?"
"You´re still asking?"
"Well, I know that men are attracted by me, so far so good. But you can have them all. And some
say, that your favorite "women" are not like me. But I´m here since hours now - and yes, we´re
fucking. But we´re talking more than we´re fucking - I´m still puzzled."
"Can you tell me something about my "favorite women"?"
"It´s said, that you favor younger women, not to say "girls", not to say "little girls"."
"Favoring for what?"
"Sex obviously, satisfaction - I fear "fucking" would be the wrong word in this circumstance."
"Do you think that you´re here because I need satisfaction?"
"I´m still puzzled."
"Well, young girls are arousing - who would deny this? Age is of no relevance - who would deny
this. They are good to satisfy your lust, your horniness. The women´s highest right to exist - apart
from giving birth - is it, to satisfy the men´s lust, the men´s horniness. As said, age is of no
importance - in both ways. But then there´s a severe difference between younger and older women,
not to say between girls and women, or even children. It´s nice to have sex with them, or fuck them
if possible, but it´s boring to talk with them, and it´s impossible to give them a task."
"That would prompt that I´m here to talk with you, you even could interpret your words in the way
that I´m here, because you would have a task for me - but this puzzles me the most now!"
"Why?"
"Tasks are for men."
"As I said and as you´re knowing, we even have women in governmental functions."
"Yes, but in lower functions only. And as far as I understood the movement, than this is only for an
temporary time. As you said it earlier: Women have their functions, their parts. But what puzzles me
the most is, that I´m talking with the Supreme Leader - I mean, you would not tell me that you will
allot me a task in lower administration? Therefor you have your staff?"
"Your cleverness is very refreshing. You see, this will not happen with one of this young bitches.
You can have a lot of fun with them, but........every age has its charms, you have a lot of them. I
guess that you were very arousing in young ages, but I also guess that you´re much more arousing
today. And today we cannot only have sex, I not only can fuck you, we even can have a very
interesting and profound conversation - and I can think about, if you´re qualified for more."
****

"I feel honored about that I was asked to speak some words at this party convention, at this so
important time for France. A French nation that is on the cusp of doing this last step that Germany
had done at their last election for the Bundestag. France and Germany, sometimes some have to
proceed.
Well, a lot is said about our movement, but who is meant by "our"? "Our" can mean a lot. Look at
this fanciless wannabe dictators in Eastern Europe, but also in Italy and not to forget in France.
What´s their chatter? My nation, my nation, my nation? How petty-minded is this, how absurd? It´s
not important whether you are German, whether you are French, whether you are Polish, whether
you are Hungarian, whether you are Italian, it´s important that you are a proud member of the
European people´s community! Europe is - European values are endangered in this world today!
We, the proud Europeans, have to stand together to fight against the threats who are trying to
destroy our values and believes. If we have to talk about nationalism, than we have to talk about an
European nationalism. But even this is petty-minded - why? Countries like Australia, Canada and of
course the United States of America are sharing our values and believes because they are
descendants of Europe.
Don´t listen to them who have no ideas, don´t listen to them who are telling you that you have to
change your values and believes. Europe was - yes I say was - the cradle of everything. The cradle
of progress, the cradle of humanity and benevolence, the cradle of the creation of the highest
shaping of the human kind. Was? Well, not that I say that other parts of the world surpassed Europe
today, not at all! But other parts of the world are trying to destroy us today, because they have to
realize that this is the only way to surpass us! Europe has to develop a new vision of the future, a
vision that ensures Europe the position that is Europe´s natural position - we all here are knowing
about what I´m talking and that´s what I´m saying! Thanks for listening me! Thanks to all of you!"
****
"Why you decided that English should become the movement´s language?"
"German? It´s the end of regionalism, the world is ours. Forget this little nations like Germany,
France or "Great" Britain. Globalization, the globe is ours. It´s time that the world reaches the next
level - English is a very practicable language, better than the complicated German language."
"And it´s no bad idea, when interested in to get Great Britain and the USA on board?"
"And it´s a sign that I´m not only talking about the world as such, I´m also thinking in this
dimensions. Who needs nations when the world can be yours? You need visions, and I have some."
"Do you wish more satisfaction?"
"I´m no longer the youngest, I think it was enough for the moment. I fear that you would need one
of your lovers now."
"I have no lovers! I´m a woman ready to please men."
"Then we have to obtain you some lovers - tell me something about your preferences. Young and
muscular or do you like the innocent type more - or little boys? Girls? I have to say, to imagine you
together with a young and pretty girl...........I´m horny again."
"Maybe together with your young and pretty servant?"
"A pretty nice idea - I´m only not sure whether I will manage it to get a boner again."
****
"We´re proud that we can greet you as our guest here in our TV studio, Mr. Maurer."
"I have to thank you for inviting me, Magdalena. It´s a pleasure to be here."
"The pleasure is on my side. Let us begin with the first question?"
"Of course. It will be a pleasure for me to answer your questions."
"The movement has the absolute power in Germany now, in countries like France, Spain or Italy the
movement becomes increasingly stronger. The East European countries become more and more
interested in the movement. In the USA more and more people follow the movement, worldwide we

see that people are interested in the ideas of the movement. Nevertheless, two facts are puzzling.
First point. You as the center, as the source of the movement, why you´re still holding no political
function? And the second point is, "the movement"? You suggested, that English should be the
language of the movement, you suggestion got accepted. Also you suggested that the "the
movement" should not be written with capital letters as "The Movement" - why?"
"Thanks for this introduction, Magdalena. First, I´m no politician. We have better heads for this.
And the answer for the second question is, that "the movement" is no organization, nothing from
above. The movement is a natural thing, it comes from the people, it´s no artificial thing, it´organic,
it´s no political party, it´s no institution. You would not write words like "wood", "river" or "plant"
with capital letters. Sure, you write "Green Party", "Socialist Party", "Germany" or "France" with
capital letters. But this are artificial things, this are men made things - woods, rivers or plants are
natural things. The movement is a natural thing!"
"Is this a reason why the movement is so powerful?"
"Of course. The movement will change this world, like a river changes this world. Sure, it needs
time, but in the end the river has created a huge canyon, has changed the world´s appearance. The
movement will change the world´s appearance."
"And we all are happy about it, we all are grateful that you have started the movement and that you
will accompany the development of the movement in the future. This is a wonderful time in which
we´re living in, it´s a historical time. History will look back at this time!"
"But we have to be fair, this is only the beginning, the river has just started to do its work. It will
need a long time to create the canyon, but we have to begin and one day there will be an impressing
canyon, one day this world will have transformed into a better world."
"Thanks Mr. Maurer, for being with us!"
"Thank you Magdalena, thanks to all the people here in the studio and to all the viewers at home."
****
"And now?"
"What does you mean?"
"Well, the movement is at a certain point and I´m lying with spread legs in your bed. Can we
connect this two things?"
"Well, I have not to tell you that I´m not only the source of the movement, I´m the head of the
movement, I control the movement."
"Of course you do, only the dumb would doubt this!"
"And you know that men and women have their places and functions."
"Of course I do, only the dumb would doubt this!"
"But men need a leader, they need control, sometimes the need a strong hand - women as well. But
sometimes I think that it would be better that women would have a kind of female leader."
"And you think about that I should be the one, who........?"
"Yes."
"And what would be the relation between you and me then - and maybe more important, what
would be my relation to other men then?"
"You would be at my side, you would have - as I - no official function, you would be here, this
would be all. Other men? For you there would be no longer other men - apart from your lovers.
Women, if you´re more attracted by women - or both, it´s on you."
"Only that I understand you in the right way, I would be here with to..........?"
"You would be here with me to control this world with me. The part of the women, if you like it in
that way."
"Would I have a freedom of decision?"
"I would be above you."
"But I´m a woman?"
"That´s why I would be above you."
"And if I would decline your offer - only to ask!"

"This would break my heart."
"And if I would fail?"
"This would break my heart even more. But I think there´s a good chance that you will satisfy my
expectations."
"Why I? Or is this a stupid question?"
"I think that I said it already. I hate yes-sayer, they are useless. Moreover, they are dangerous!"
"You sometimes appear in public? Would I appear in public – and if, as what?"
"Choose a character for you - maybe we should arrange an interview, where you´re at my side?"
"Would be interesting!"

Lady Jaime Jessica
Introduction
"As always, it´s a pleasure to welcome you, Mr. Maurer. And today in a very special way, because
your not alone today."
"Thank you for your further invitation, Magdalena. Yes, today I´m not alone, today Lady Jaime
Jessica accompanies me."
"Hello also to you, Lady Jaime Jessica.”
"Hello also from my side, Magdalena."
"Well Mr. Maurer, this raises questions about Lady Jaime Jessica. Would you be so kind, to
introduce her to us?"
"With pleasure. Lady Jaime Jessica is of British decent, we meet not that long ago. You know, some
critics claim that women would be worth nothing in the movement - yes, I can understand the
displeasure of the audience!"
"And also I´m upset about this lies! We all are knowing that the movement promotes everybody
according to his or her possibilities!"
"That´s true, Magdalena! But we have to deal with this lies, that´s sad, but we have to! The best way
to do it? I have the pleasure to introduce you Lady Jaime Jessica today, she´s one of the first who
understood the aims of the movement in Great Britain - and obviously she´s a woman!"
"Thank you, thanks for your applause, I feel honored, thank you!"
"Can I ask Lady Jaime Jessica a question?"
"Of course, yes!"
"Lady Jaime Jessica, you had the pleasure now, to meet the man who started the movement - your
feelings?"
"It´s overwhelming! As I heard for the first time about the movement in Britain, I was immediately
interested in it. The more I claimed knowledge about it, the more I was infected from this ideas. But
I never thought about to meet Mr. Maurer one day!"
"But you did, and today you´re here with Mr. Maurer in our TV studio?"
"Yes, it´s amazing, like a dream!"
"I can feel with you! Mr. Maurer, you indicated that Lady Jaime Jessica will have an active part in
the movement?"
"Of course! We need people who are interested in, to become a part of the movement, who are
willing to support the movement - and no, gender is no topic! Lady Jaime Jessica will support the
movement from now on, in any way she´s able to."
"So we will see and hear more from her?"
"Of course."
****

"Pleased?"
"Of course - and now?"
"Now the work begins, decisions have to be made, hard work has to be done - I think I have to
provide you some insights into the movement?"
"Well, should I be not only a puppet, should I play in fact a role in the movement, then it has to be I think."
"You would be satisfied therewith, to be a puppet?"
"If this would be the role that you would have designated for me? Yes, of course!"
"You know the rules, you know how to play the game! But be aware, at this place we not follow the
rules, at this place we determine the rules - I hope you understand this?"
"Yes, I think I have to change my behavior from now on."
"Yes, that would be a very good idea! And now some insights for you."

Insights Into The Movement
"I think that I should gain you some insights into the movement now."
"It would honor me without any doubts - and this is no empty phrase. Without any doubts is this a
very special moment in my life - would you be someone, okay. But you´re the head of everything,
you´re the movement as such!"
"And again, this shows me that you´re really an interesting woman, a very clever and smart woman.
But I have to disappoint you somewhat, because I will not reveal you everything, at least not now. I
will give you some insights, but I will give you not all insights."
"This is no disappointment, that´s a matter of course."
"Then let us begin."
"I´m the head of everything, I control everything, nothing happens that I not wish, everything I wish
happens - how this functions in detail, I will reveal you at a later stage. Of course, sometimes things
are happening that I cannot control, I do not control the whole world, but we´re on our way to
change this.
What is the basis of my success? Greed! There are enough who are driven by greed only, it´s easy to
manipulate them! Fear! There are enough who are driven by fear only, it´s easy to manipulate them!
Our enemies are people who are pondering, people who are doubting, people who are thinking that
plurality is necessary, people who are not accepting the naturalness of the movement. We have to
get rid of them, we have to annihilate them!
The white race, the European based people, the inhabitants of the Western World - we are the crown
of the evolution. Maybe we´re not the beginning, but we are the completion. All other races have to
step back, all other races are below us, in the end all other races have to disappear.
Men are the dominant gender, that´s a natural fact. But men are suffering, suffering because
influences prevent, that they are able to satisfy their needs. Influences like religion, social
conditions and constrains. This causes most of the world´s conflicts, if not all of them in the end.
Men have to be able to fulfill their needs, especially their sexual needs. This is the obligation of the
women!
Not all individuals of the white race are equal - and of course, I talk at the moment about men only.
We have not to discuss this, this is a fact, you only have to look at them! Also not all women are
equal - of course! This leads to the question, whether there could exist women, who are above some
of the men? A blasphemous question? Logic would tell you.........what?"
"Logic would tell me: Yes, of course!"
"And you are knowing such a woman?"
"You mentioned the Nazi scum earlier. I hope that I stand above this garbage!"
"Of course, of course. But let me continue."

"Our task is it, to fulfill the destiny of the white race. It will take time, it will need sacrifice, it will
need a strong will and a strong hand. We´re still at the beginning, but we´re on a very good way. All
polls in France see the from the movement controlled party in the lead. We´re on a very good way
to achieve also in France the outright majority - therewith the axis Germany-France will be
established. Spain and Italy have to follow, of course Great Britain and finally East Europe. Nobody
will be able to wage a war against us then, without sealing the fate for themselves!
At this stage we have to slow down somewhat. We have to become the dominant force in the USA
and Russia then. When we have achieved this, then we have to do the necessary step, starting the
war against the inferior races. First to enslave them, later to annihilate them. Any questions so far?"
"A war - most possibly waged with nuclear weapons also - would harm the environment very
severely. I not wanna cast any doubt on you, but I see a very great danger therein?"
"I think that after this final war, large areas of the world will be destroyed and hostile for life for
decades, if not for centuries. Any idea, what your mistake is?"
"The remaining white race will not need the whole world?"
"Yes, at least not the leading group of the white race. We will have an upper class and a lower class,
this is only natural. The upper class will be a relatively small group, we have to ensure that we
preserve a part of the world for us, the rest of the world is not important for the moment. And we
have to ensure, that the use of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons will be regional. Who will
be interested in, whether India or the Middle East will be still habitable after the war? Who´s
interested to live there? Maybe we´re interested in the natural resources there - but therefore we
have the lower class, clones maybe?
But to be honest, I fear that we both will not experience this wonderful time, when the white race
will clean up this wonderful planet. This will be in a future, too far away for our short lives."
"Maybe the developments will be fast enough?"
"Maybe, but whatever the future will be, we both have started this future - and it´s not by mistake
that I said: We both!"
"I thank you for this insights."
"This was only the beginning, much more has to follow."

France
"The from the movement supported party has not reached the outright majority, at the end you´re
not more than the runner-up. You as the top candidate, Madame Penle, are you disappointed?"
"Apart from the problem that you have therewith to hide your malicious joy, we all know what all
happened during the election campaign!"
"You´re talking about the murder of three of your activists?"
"Also, but not only about this. It was for everyone visible how unfair this election campaign was. I
have only to talk about lying TV stations like yours."
"Interestingly the murder of three of your activists was not bad for your, it gave you some extra
percentage points at the end of the electoral campaign. Some say, that the movement had ordered
the murders?"
"You´re knowing that we´re reporting people to the police who allege this!"
"It was only a question?"
"There will be a time when people like you will have no longer the possibility to ask such
disgusting and hypocritical questions - very soon!"

France II
"Breaking news! Madam Penle was shot dead in the morning as she was on her way to the Elysée
Palace, to meet the president. Madame Penle was the new foreign minister, only designated two

weeks ago. In Paris we hear a lot of rumors about the background of the murder. Without any
doubts, this murder will cause a severe governmental crisis. We have heard first demands for new
elections."

France III
"First of all, I have to thank our supporters - we have done it! After the cowardly murder of
Madame Penle, we have not given up, we fought back! We have shown, that we will not give up,
that nobody and nothing can intimidate us! We did it, and the outright majority we reached now, is
the reward therefore! Now we can start therewith to transform this country - together with our
partners in Germany. France and Germany united, side by side. Italy and Spain will join us soon,
East European countries are ready to join us! The people of Great Britain are awakening, forget this
Brexit shit, join us, together the world is ours!"

Further Insights Into The Movement
"I have the feeling that I should give you some more insights now?"
"I would like it, now that we have our hands on nuclear weapons?"
"Only the French so far, but the British will be ours soon as well. You will be important for this, my
English lady. But first, some more background information for you, maybe one could say that I will
give you now one of the most important and most secret information about the movement."
"I´m all ear!"
"You know, that some think that I´m only a stupid dictator, that I would be a megalomaniac
madman, shit like this idiotic Hitler, Stalin, Mao or this dumbass in America. But I´m not surprised?"
"I always had the feeling that the movement would have more substance then this kindergarten shit
you´ve mentioned. Whereby I have to confess, so far I was not sure about it."
"Yes, it´s better that your enemies are underestimating you. You´re knowing that nothing happens in
the movement, that´s not ordered by me?"
"Yes!"
"Your knowing that a council exists, and that this council´s task is it, to implement what I´ve
ordered?"
"Yes! But I always thought that this council has also an advisory function?"
"Well, they have the right to chatter - but who´s interested in their chatter? They are puppets, not
more - you see the point?"
"Yes, so far you´re nothing more than a megalomaniac dictator!"
"Well, well! Now you´re beginning to use your own mind - very good! You know what puzzled me
all the time? This stupid dictators - didn´t they knew that all their empires will crush after their
deaths? Why then all this efforts and sacrifices? The movement has to be something that will exist
longer than I - otherwise it would be not worth any effort! Your thoughts?"
"There has to be something that ensures the continuity of the movement - something aside of you,
something that will last longer than you."
"Yes, sure. And?"
"This "something" has an "influence" on you."
"Yes. I´m no idiot, as I said it already before. I cannot control everything, I´m no expert in every
field, I have not the ultimate knowledge! This "something" is the reason why the movement
functions, why the movement will continue on and on, why the movement will spread out on and
on, why my existence will be not important in the end."
"But now your existence is still important - or?"
"Yes, at the moment. But my work is it to change this - yours as well."

"But...........?"
"I will not live forever, neither you. But the movement has to stay, the movement has to become the
final stage!"
"And this "something"?"
"Let us halt for a moment. I guess you will be very pleased with the continuation........"

Great Britain I
"Well Nigel, I fear that you have not understood everything in the right way?"
"Well, Lady Jaime Jessica! The movement is a movement of men, and you´re a woman - it´s easy as
that, or?"
"You should listen better? The founder of the movement said it very clearly. There are clever men
and clever women, there are dumb men and dumb women. If it would be that easy as you´re
thinking, then I would have to satisfy every man´s lust - 24/7 would be not enough time thereto!
No, a woman like me is not destined therefor, to satisfy everyone."
"But if I understand it correctly, then the movement is interested in, to get my support? In this
moment I´m no longer "everybody" - or?"
"The movement figures out at the moment, who would be interesting therefor, to become a partner
of the movement."
"And you´re the movement in the moment?"
"Yes, it seems so."
"You´re a woman!"
"Yes, a woman that makes you hot. But unfortunately I´m not one of your bitches. Would we be
able to talk about politics now - or does my legs are too interesting for you?"
"Should the movement be interested in me, then I wish to talk not with a substitute!"
"Well Nigel, of course this is Britain and snobbery was a part of our culture at every time. But it
was also always very important, to know your position. Great Britain - what do you think?
Elizabeth, Victoria and Elizabeth again - oh, and some of this weak kings?"
"Henry VIII.?"
"Well, if this is all you have, Nigel? I´m thinking about all this weak male prime ministers we
always had, not to talk about Boris now - Maggie, think of her what ever you want, but she was not
a pussy like Cameron or Boris! With this history you should be a bit more careful, Nigel!"
"I fear that this conversation ends now! Send me a considerable dialog partner!"
"Oh Nigel, why men like you are always nothing than sissies in the end?"
"You wanna threaten me?"
"Not sounded like a threat - or?"
"France?"
"This is Great Britain, not France. You can leave now, you´re not interesting for the movement."
"You not think............"
".........there´s the door, Nigel! Look that you get your ass out of my office - fast!"
"Lady Jaime Jessica?"
"He will leave the building now."
"He was not useful?"
"No, as I thought. He´s only a bigmouth, a typical example of this degenerated British men! I need a
woman at my side!"
****
"You not tell me, Lady Jaime Jessica, that the movement has nothing to do with the murder of
Nigel?"

"Come on, we would shot him death right in front of the headquarter of the movement in London?"
"Yes!"
"I like the way you´re acting! It´s always a pleasure to speak with someone who´s direct and
decisive."
"So, you ordered the murder?"
"Come on, who´s interested in? He was a weak asshole, who does misses him? You ever thought
about politics?"
"That´s a joke now! I accuse you of murder and you´re offering me a political career in the
movement? I´m a woman, isn´t the movement male dominated? Or shall I serve as a puppet for the
movement, like you?"
"Sometimes it´s not that easy to decide who´s the puppet and who´s the puppeteer - or?"
"That´s true, puppet! Sorry, but I fear that I´m not interested in your fucking ideas!"
"That´s a pity, I would had enjoyed it, to come to know you tonight."
"Wow, that´s a cool pick-up line! You still have time for women, by all the men you have to
satisfy?"
"You mean men like Nigel? Yes, he was a very "satisfying" man........."

Great Britain II
"The Brexit was shit or?"
"Well, the Brexit harmed our economy very much."
"It was shit, and politicians like Boris or Nigel are - were - shit."
"It´s interesting that you´re mentioning Nigel. It´s no secret that you´re the candidate of the
movement in the end, and that it seems so, as if the movement always uses the same strategy. Create
a governmental crises and then use this crisis to your favor. Or?"
"If I think about the crisis of our country, then I have to think about names like David and Theresa
at first. At the moment we have to fix a crisis, not to create one. We already have one, there´s no
need to create one."
"And the murder of Nigel, right in front of the headquarter of the British arm of the movement in
London - is it only me who sees similarities with the developments in France?"
"Relax, the voters will decide."
"You´re heading the polls, the next country in the hands of the movement?"
"Germany and France are developing very good at the moment. All restrictions were abolished, they
are nearly one country now. Maybe we can witness the beginning of the old dream of the united
Europe now. Other countries feel more and more attracted to this idea, especially also the East
European countries. What I can tell you is, should I become the next prime minister, my first aim
will be, to join Germany and France on their way to create a united Europe!"
"This would be the total rejection of the Brexit?"
"The people in this country are tired of this nationalistic shit! Scotland and Wales, Ireland and
Northern Ireland - England? Let us work together, let us become one united, one strong place in this
world. Who needs borders between Ireland and Northern Ireland? The Scottish people have not to
endeavor to independence, they can become an independent nation in an united Europe - as well as
Wales, Ireland, Northern Ireland and England."
"Some say that this will end up in a total self-abandonment, an enforced political conformity in
full."
"The United Kingdom was one of the most powerful economies in the world - before this stupid
Brexit! Germany and France are flourishing, Italy and Spain are interested in, to become their
partners as soon as possible. We need reliable partners - see what has happened with Boris and this
fucking US president, their fantastic trade deals? Great Britain has a fantastic chance now, side by
side with Germany and France, creating a stable and better future for our people, for Europe!"
"This brings me to the point, that we can see in Germany and France the beginning of reforming the

citizenship laws?"
"They have meetings regarding the question, how to create an European citizenship law. Great
Britain should join this process."
"And who will decide about this "European citizenship"?"
"The progressive forces in Europe. I´m here to ensure that Great Britain will be a part of this
process!"

Great Britain III
"You´re doing a very good job."
"Thank you, Lady Jaime Jessica."
"You see, policy is not that uninteresting."
"Well, with good partners."
"The day after you will have moved into Downing Street, we will begin with the hard work."
"I still have not won?"
"Come on, you will win!"
"It questionable whether I will be able to win over the outright majority. The other parties will not
form a coalition with me, at least they have said this?"
"First. You will achieve the outright majority. With every day we get stronger - you´re knowing, in
which way I mean this?"
"I think so."
"Secondly. After this election, there will be no longer other parties."
"But even in Germany and France.........?"
"Yeah, we still need them for a moment. It simply looks nicer at the moment, when they are still
existing. After your victory we have Germany, France and Great Britain brought together. Spain and
Italy will join also then - the people there will force their politicians to do so. We have not to wait
till the next stupid elections in this countries. Also the most important East European countries are
waiting as well, that the starting signal is given. But first we have to form the Triforce of Germany,
France and Great Britain."
"And I, after the amalgamation? What will be my role then - will I still have one?"
"Of course! It´s no idle talk that we will create a united Europe, but a Europe were the various
former nations will keep their peculiarities. Sure, Great Britain as such will be the past soon. But
this means not, that there will be no English people then, no Welsh people, no Scottish people, no
Irish people - on the contrary! For instance, there will be one united Ireland then! And of course we
will need many competent and loyal people to govern the united Europe, on every level."
"And I could be the one, who governs the former British part, also after the winning of the
election?"
"You will! Well, maybe not the then united Ireland. But I think this will be no problem for you or?"
"Of course not. What about the citizenship? Who will be a British citizen then?"
"I hope not that your interested in, that for example this Paki scum will be accepted as citizens any
longer, or this fucking Muslims?"
"Absolutely not! I look forward to the time after my - sorry, our - victory."
"It will be your victory, enjoy it! And maybe we should start to enjoy our togetherness now?"
"With pleasure, Lady Jaime Jessica!"

Great Britain IV
"It looks not that good for you, or do we can expect another political murder like in France - I mean
we had one already?"

"Wow, I like your crocodile tears - or you´re really missing this incompetent Nigel? I have to
confess, I not! But whatever. I always said, that all this polls are manipulated. How often we have
seen now, that they are not worth of believing in them. Brexit, USA - I will win!"
"Well, we will see. But really, assumed that you will not get the outright majority - you will become
the strongest force without doubts. But without the outright majority, what can we expect then?"
"If I would be you, then I would prepare myself to the worst, the worst for an hypocritical person
like you. All the genuine British people can look forward to my victory."
"Yeah, the true Britons! You expect no votes from British people with Pakistani or Arab roots,
Muslims?"
"I expect votes from the true and proud British voters."
"And they will bestow you the victory?"
"Believe me, you will love it!"

Great Britain V
"This is BBC 1. Now it´s definitive, we see another victory of the movement! The last days it
seemed, as that their puppet candidate would have no chance to become prime minister. But now,
with a solid outright majority? I think it´s time to say it frankly, to talk loud and frankly about
electoral fraud! At least as long we´re still living in a free and democratic country!"

Great Britain VI
"It´s a great honor to me, to meet the Supreme Leader of the movement. Lady Jaime Jessica has
given me this wonderful gift to become the ruler of former Great Britain. I will be her, and of course
your, servant forever!"
"Lady Jaime Jessica has told me, that you´re a very capable person - in many concerns. Or, my
British Lady?"
"Absolutely! She will be fantastic in ruling. And I have to say, that she´s also fantastic in other
issues."
"We will fuck later. But I have to say, that I´m very horny and that I really look forward to see you
both in action. But I fear that we have to talk for a second about policy before that. First, it´s okay to
talk in this way in such a circle. But for a moment you have to be a bit more political. Yes, Great
Britain will be history soon, but for the moment it still exists, we´re knowing that in name only.
Now we have to form the Triforce, you will be a very important part of it. London will become the
capital of the united Europe, the United States of Europe. You see, you will play a major part!"
"You´re surprising me!"
"English is the main language in the USE - I´m only consequent?"
"And the French and the Germans? Berlin and Paris?"
"Shithole Berlin and this puppet-house Paris? No, we need the financial center London. Europe is
cool, but in the end the world will be cooler - but now I would like it, to see the two British ladies
licking each others pussy."

Great Britain VII
"She´s a nice little bitch - or?"
"Yes, and it´s nice to have her as ruler and as fuck-toy. You obviously enjoyed her tongue, and not
only her tongue"
"I think that we both had the same nice experience. But it looks strange, the Triforce will be formed
by three women now?"

"Confuse your enemies all the time."
"But our fellowship?"
"Confuse you "friends" even more."
"Will they rule for a longer time? I mean, when we have established the Triforce, not to talk about
that the USA or even the world as such is ours?"
"I think I should give you some more insights into the movement?"
"Yes, because I´m also confused at the moment."

Further Insights Into The Movement
"As you know, the movement has pillars on which the success of the movement is based on - at
least you know some of the pillars. Greed for example. Humans are greedy, and you can use their
greed for your aims very well. Another pillar is the unlimited satisfaction of sexuality. I don´t think
that I have to talk about men and women as such now, and that neither all men nor all women are
equal?"
"No, of course not!"
"Then I can continue. Porn, porn is a major key element for the success of the movement."
"Porn? Okay, sure, there´s a large governmental porn industry now. But is it that important?"
"Yes! You have a sexual desire - we provide you satisfaction. You have a sexual perversion - we
provide you satisfaction. Whatever your fantasies are, we have the satisfaction for you. And when I
say without any limit, then I mean without any limit - as you maybe are knowing."
"And as far as I know, the videos are for the common people and the reality for the elite."
"Sure, as I said, equality is a fairy tale. Your little fantasy is it, that a cute girl gets raped? Give us
details - European, Asian or a nigger girl? Blond, dark-haired, long, short, curled or not? We can
provide you everything. And if you are no member of the common people - you prefer to watch the
raping or it is more satisfying for you to rape the cute little girl by your own? We make everything
possible."
"Okay, but not everybody has such fantasies."
"You dream about, to have sex with a beautiful mature lady, dressed in breathtaking lingerie? We
can provide you everything. The point is, that everything is legal, everything is okay, you have to
fear nothing. You can talk openly about everything - isn´t that relieving?"
"Absolutely!"
"And a funny point?"
"Yes?"
"One could think in the first moment, that for instance in African countries, they are not really
happy with this offer - or?"
"At least not when raping a nigger girl, especially because the movement makes no secret of their
opinion regarding niggers as such."
"No, niggers are scum, and we have get rid of it - and now the funny thing?"
"Yes!"
"Many in African states are consuming our porn, not officially of course, but they do. And if you
think now, that they enjoy it, to see it when a white girl gets raped - fuck, they enjoy it very much,
to see that a nigger girl gets raped! The male perversion knows no limits - and we use this for our
purposes."
"And the Middle East?"
"We send them European girls and therefor we get Arab girls for our movie industry and for the
brothels, for example."
"But why they do this. They have to know that also they have to vanish?"
"Hubris, male idiocy, greed? We´re buying a lot of oil from them now, we allow them to invest a lot
of money in our economy - they make a fucking lot of money with us now. Well, one day we will
wipe them out, but till then they are always welcomed."

"They own no nuclear weapons."
"Exactly, and now we sell them a lot of conventional weapons, that the can wage war against
themselves. What is nicer than a war between Saudi Arabia and Iran for example - a war between
Japan and China would be nicer."
"And porn?"
"We had a wonderful live session a few days ago - you wanna see the guest list? Not everyone
would be happy, would it become public that he was there - and what has happened at this
wonderful evening! But hey, there´s a solution for your problem! Would your country join the
movement, than you can have this all the time, totally legal, nothing to hide anymore."
"But the Arabs, the niggers, the Asians?"
"Always you can find the ones who are willing to sell their country and their people - greed is a
wonderful human quality. Hey, have we to talk about developments in the USA or your wonderful
country?"
"No. But apart from the point that the movement is - of course - a patriarch society, is there no
danger for a female revolution?"
"Ladies like you have special rights - oh, we can provide you also porn where boys get raped. And
you expect it, also women of status like to see them - or do it by their own. You not expect that the
white subclass will revolt?"
"I´m not sure?"
"Well, the real subclass maybe, but we have a very broad middle class now - they would have too
much now, to lose. And the real subclass? The middle class will not allow them to revolt, they will
totally agree with us, that we have to act with a hard hand, if they would do so."
"Greed and lust - never I had more the feeling that the movement will have a bright future! And
next?"
"We have to stabilize the Triforce, and then we have to take the USA. After that, we can begin
therewith, to clean up the world."
"The US?"
"Will be easy in the end! So many are waiting that someone will stop this hubristic niggers and
Latinos."
"But isn´t it too late? The White USA is no longer in the majority! Still they are a democracy."
"Really? Come on, do you really think that they will have any chance the next time? They can vote,
but we will decide the outcome. And when they dare to protest - and believe me they will - then the
White USA has to react, has to protect the country, in every way."
"But if they would stand up, the niggers and Latinos, the economy would collapse. Also in Europe,
where we see no national strike at the moment, I have to admit - only because of greed and porn?"
"In a way yes! I think the next time we have to talk about another pillar."
"Yes?"
"Fear, a very wonderful pillar!"

The Triforce
"Well, Ladies, you three are the representatives of the Triforce now. For some it´s something
disturbing, that three women are here with me. But the movement never said that a woman can´t be
intelligent. Sure, it depends on the status of the woman, but that counts for the man as well. That a
nigger is a man means nothing, every White women stands above him. The movement fosters
women, not only in art, also in politics and economy. What we never have to forget is, that the
natural way of everything is, that everything is arranged in a certain structure. And humans, the
human´s living together, is no exception.
Of course, what an absurd thinking, not every race has the same right to live. I think I have not to
talk more widely about this in this circle - or? No, of course not. And as well, that men and women
aren´t equal - also this is absurd and primitive thinking. And this leads directly thereto, that there

have to be women who will stand above men, and a few women who will stand above even most of
the men. It´s like a race, a mixed race. Yes, a man will win, but the first woman will be nevertheless
faster than most of the other men. And you three are examples of such women!
You three will form the Triforce and will be the basis for it´s success. Your brutality and
recklessness will become the basis of the flourishing of the movement, you three will sign their
names into the history book of the movement. In a thousand years your names will still be called in
humbleness and great admiration. Tomorrow we will start to bring the Triforce into its brightest
shine!"
"Do you think that they believed you?"
"Why they shouldn´t?"
"They will be only a means to an end - or?"
"Of course."
"And I?"
"You should know it now!"
"The first woman who crosses the finish line?"
"It´s a bit more complicated. Let´s say it in that way. I was the first man, you were the first woman,
you were second in all. But this metaphor has its weaknesses. But don´t worry, the dissolution will
be very pleasing for you!"

The Movement
"Fear, especially connected with greed and lust, is a powerful tool, my beautiful British bitch. Give
somebody something he lusted for, something to satisfy his greed, and then let him feel that he
could lose this again, if you would be no longer. He will do everything to keep you in power, even
against his own beliefs, his deepest beliefs will be no longer valid, he´s a druggy then, and you´re
the dealer who provides him his most desired drug - he will have no own mind and will anymore. It
is like a sect, like a cult, he will even sacrifice his life for you, should you call for it!"
"Is this also your strategy in relation to me?"
"No. If you wanna leave me, you can leave."
"But I would have no protection anymore then?"
"You still would be the woman, who has shared my bed - it would be no good style would I allow
everybody to fuck you - even then."
"I thought more about, that you would be interested in to get rid of me?"
"That I would kill you?"
"Yes."
"I talked about sects and cults, but this not means that I would act like one of this freaked out cult
leaders. I would kill you if you would try to counterpose my interests, but I think you´re smart
enough to know this."
"And there´s no reason why I should do so. I identify myself totally with your ideas. Could you tell
me more about fear? We talked about sex, pornography and such things before."
"We´re talking about a male world - men are horny bastards. Which man will deny, that he never
dreamt about to dominate a woman, to enslave a woman, to rape a woman, to force his will on her?
Oh, don´t believe the liars now, who are giving a shout now, that they never ever had such thoughts!
It´s easy, give them a chance and see what happens, I mean a real chance! Give them an opportunity
without consequences, let´s see what happens. And then tell them, that they can have this all the
times from now on, always without consequences - they will do anything therefore, that this status
will continue."
"But a normal man is not allowed to fuck a noble woman - at least if he gets no permission
therefore from the noble woman. So, there are limits."
"Yes, but every normal man has enough opportunities to fulfill every desire he has. He wants to

have a slave woman, he can get one. He wants a very young one, he can get one. He wants to kill a
woman, he can have one. Especially as soldier, but also as a brave servant of our new society. The
majority of the so-called human population of this planet is worthless, we have to get rid of it.
Enough material is there to fulfill even the most barbaric and most pervert wishes. But this
wonderful state will only last, this opportunity without consequences, only as long as the movement
guaranties this state. Otherwise there would maybe a call for consequences, that even niggers have a
right to live and such a shit! The movement satisfies all your wishes, dreams, greed, desires - and
much more important? The movement guaranties you that this wonderful state will continue - isn´t
that wonderful?"
"Absolutely!"

USA
"It's fascinating, or?"
"Yes, I thought it would be difficult, would need a longer time, but now everything is so easy and
fast!"
"The States were like a mellow apple, you only had to pick it!"
"Well, Europe was a shining example!"
"Not only. In the States we had a nice development already before, since the Americans were taught
in, that the left-wing media is the enemy of the people, that their facts are lies and that our facts are
the only true facts. That White means to be a true American, and colored means to be an enemy of
the true American values. Sure, one could say that something like a civil war broke out no, but hey,
we Europeans are supporting the true Americans and the victory will be ours. As long as a true
White president is the sitting president, the commander-in-chief, the man with the nuclear codes,
nothing can went wrong!"
"But this is the first time now, that we have a kind of civil war. In the European countries we
worked with elections, in the States we not waited till the next elections?"
"We have not the time and the sitting president and the conservatives were very open-minded about
our ideas and values. There´re some Nigger cities and some cities with too much from this Mexican
scum, but we have the armed forces and the Natural Right on our side. Then this left-wing lowlifes
at the West Coast? They discuss the independence of California? What a joke is this? Soon there
will be no California anymore!"
"The economic shock is very severe now."
"Yeah, this is the end of the world as we know it, but a new world will arise. But don´t fear, millions
will die now, millions have to die now, but the ones who will be of worth to survive will survive and
as always, they will be richer and more powerful than ever before."
"Will you give me more insights now? What you´re doing, when were´re not fucking? You´re ruling
the movement, you´re the movement, but I´m never with you when you do so?"
"That´s true. You wanna see me changing the world, creating a new world?"
"Yes, of course!"
"Okay, but let us celebrate the development in the States first. I like the fucking news from the
fucking States!"
****
"What can we say about the latest developments in our proud country, John?"
"Well Sarah, since our wonderful president has declared the national state of emergency we gain
back the control of our proud nation more and more. The Nigger riot in Chicago is nearly quelled
for instance. At our Mexican border we have suggested the Latinos to go back to their own country,
and more and more of them are willing to do so. The Asians in our proud nation can stay, but not as
"Americans"! It´s good that we overthink what makes an American to a true American. Well, you

can say that every person who lives in this national territory, who´s born in the United States of
America is an "American". But, we have to ask what makes an American to a true American, and
without any doubts, there has to be more!"
"Our polls are showing, that there´s a broad support therefor, to discuss such topics?"
"Well, there´re those lies from the left-wing, that our polls are corrupt, that we would ask only in
from Whites dominated areas. What a hoax is this! They ask Niggers, Mexicans and Chinese? Yes,
we´re asking the real American people, whom we should ask instead? It´s time to see that
"American" in it´s core means White, means with European roots, means of right and deep belief!
We will fight for this, and we will win, not least because of the support of our European allies."
"But it will be still a hard struggle? We have riots in many large cities, the West Coast talks about
splitting off?"
"The West Coast? Yes, the Latino scum in California, sure they are unhappy - I like it that they are
unhappy, Sarah! We have the very impressive statements from Silicon Valley for instance, that they
are very interested in, to stay in our wonderful nation. They are interested in, that this disgusting
riots do not harm their fantastic environment! We will protect them and will ensure that they can
stay as a part of this proud nation."
"Some are asking, if all Niggers, Mexicans or Asians have to leave our fantastic nation now?"
"Of course not! They can stay, we need workers, but it has to end that everybody acts as this would
be his or her nation. This is our nation and we are setting the rules. Disagree and leave, agree and
you can stay. If we say you have to go, then go or we will ensure that you´re going. If we say you
can stay or you can come in, you can stay or can come in, otherwise not! I think this is very easy to
understand, even for this under educated scum!"
"Some say, that the proud United States of America will become a part of the European
movement?"
"It´s no secret that they are supporting us. We need a strong Europe and we need a strong USA.
Together we can do the world a favor by creating a strong and bright future!"
"What´s about nations like Canada, Australia or New Zealand?"
"Maybe they need some more time. We should be patient with them, they will follow us. The world
will realize that this has to be. There are developments who are good, developments who are bad.
We have to ensure, that the Good will be the future!"
"What about problems like climate change?"
"As our fantastic president said. He now sees that this is a tread for our future, but he and his
European friends will present soon a plan to reduce the worldwide emissions of CO2 in an extreme
way. We can ensure our American citizens that they will have a bright future!"
"But still we have to fight?"
"Yes, every day brave members of our armed forces give their lives for us, for our bright future. I
ask our viewers now, together with us, as we do every day, to stand up in remembrance of those,
who died in the last twenty-four hours in our fight for freedom. They will become heroes never to
forget - God bless this brave freedom fighters!"
****
"Can you give me one more information?"
"Sure."
"The president of the States is a man, all our other national leaders are women - he´s only a means
to an end for your, or?"
"Of course, we will get rid of him later."
"Will this be that easy?"
"A bullet or so?"
"I mean his supporters, the White religious forces?"
"We give them what they are lusting for - they will forget him in the moment this monkey clown
will be abolished. This is one of the nice things, they need somebody to run after. It´s like with the

chickens or a donkey - the carrot! It´s not important which carrot - give them their carrot!"

The Movement
"Well my little British bitch, you ever asked yourself, what I´m doing when we´re not together,
having sex? Well, I think you should get some more insights - interested in?"
"Of course!"
"Well, what would be the best way to lead the movement into a disaster - think about the Nazis,
think about WWII, if you like?"
"I´m not sure?"
"What was missing?"
"I´m not sure?"
"Hitler and his little bitch Eva - what was wrong?"
"Some say, that he and she had never sex, at least not in that way we have it. Some say, that he was
not able to get a boner."
"What do you think, who was smarter - Eva or the Führer?"
"I cannot answer this, because I have not the necessary information. It appears at least, that she was
more or less naive, but it´s difficult to say."
"And the Führer?"
"Megalomaniac?"
"An idiot! He and his "boys". Himmler, Goering and all the others! Nothing than stupid little boys the result speaks for itself! For a moment they had it all, then they screwed it up! It´s unbelievable,
stupid little gay boys in their little shiny uniforms. If you´re interested in that something fails, hand
it to a group of little gay boys in their shiny uniforms. But I hope you see the image, the metaphor or?"
"That they not always wear shiny uniforms?"
"Very clever, sometimes they try to wear suits or so - and?"
"Sometimes there are also women?"
"Yes, sometimes they have some women among them. I never said, that women can´t be extremely
stupid! Sometimes they are much worse than our little gay boys in their shiny uniforms. But isn´t it
interesting, that they get always some nice functions in the second row or behind? That they get
most often one or a few more years, and then they were never seen again? There are exceptions,
often they try then to be better than daddy, I think they have shiny little dildos at home!"
"But now I have a problem. There´s you - you´re a man, I can say this without any limitation! And
then there´s this structure - okay, we have this puppets, this women as heads, but they have exactly
the function that you criticized just right now - I´m confused. In the end we have men who are in
charge.........there are these councils, many men and a few women - it all looks alike the Nazis?
What is the secret!"
"The secret is, that it all looks like all this stupid tries to change the world to its better that we had
before, but in fact everything is very different this time! Some think: Okay, we have lost a battle,
again Nazis and racists have conquered power, but they will fail, as they failed all the time - let
them believe this, it will be their downfall! Any ideas?"
"Well, there´s you, you´re different, but............"
"But.........? Speak it out, dare!"
"You´re one, still we have not conquered the world. I fear there will be soon our Russian
campaign!"
"It´s nice that even you´re not able to see the truth."
"What´s the secret?"
"The secret is, that all what you see is a facade, all the people you´ve met so far - except me of
course - have nothing to say! All are puppets, all are only as long as I need them. We need a new
world, we need a new world order - shall we do this with this pathetic crowd of incapable men? And

the women? They are not used to rule, they always try to be the better men, what means that they
try to be only more pathetic! With this pathetic stuff you will create a new world?"
"Can you tell me more? Where are the women, or I´m wrong now? Where are the people who will
create the new world, who will rule the new world - where are they?"
"They are right in front of you!"
"You?"
"I´m no idiot, I said it to you. Here, here in this building. You never asked yourself why you´re
always in the same rooms? Why I never showed you the rest of the building? You´re knowing that
under this building is more, much more - or? I even refused to show you more, I not allowed you to
walk around unfettered, you never asked yourself?"
"Of course, but I hoped that one day you would trust me, and you would show me the rest."
"Then follow me!"
****
"This here you can see as my major office, but what´s more important is the sight through this glass
front, into this hall. What do you think?"
"Well, this is..........a command center?"
"Not really. On the front wall you can see many screens with incoming information. You can also
switch to any news channels in the world if you like, for instance. Then we have several
workplaces, all with extra monitors, computers, everything you can wish."
"Are this your secretaries?"
"Well, you will meet them later. Do me a favor, don´t name them "secretaries"."
"At the other wall, it looks like computers or servers?"
"Yes, but the real room for high-speed computers and severs is on the other side of the wall, in a
fully air-conditioned hall. This room here, and the hall below us, you can name as the heart and soul
of the movement, the brain of the movement."
"You´re the brain of the movement."
"A part of it. But see, a brain is a very complex thing. A lot of input has to be processed,
calculations have to be made, decisions have to be made. This is a very complex matter, at the
moment we have to find a solution for the so far most complex question since the beginning of the
movement - we´re working on it, we!"
"Then these women are your working staff?"
"Well, again. Please do not name them "working staff" later. I show you another room - interested?"
"Of course!"
"It´s only a very short way. We only have to go to one of the rooms that adjoins the hall you have
seen - here we are. What do you think?"
"Wow, this is really an impressive hall. The same size as the other hall, but only one huge wooden
table in it, with several chairs. Let me guess, a chair for every of these women, and one for you?"
"Yes, through this door you can enter the other hall. The "women" will come soon through it. This
is the High Council of the movement."
"I´m somewhat confused now. We have the Council of the movement, then we have councils in the
various countries........I never heard of a High Council?"
"Nobody heard from it, why I should share this information with marionettes?"
"So, this is the place were the decisions are made, the real decisions?"
"Yes."
"Some women and you?"
"Thirteen women and I - yes."
"The movement always talks about the natural supremacy of the men - and now this? Hardly to
explain - or?"
"Do you remember this metaphor from the running event?"
"Yes, you´re the man who finishes first. But sorry, okay, soon there will be some women, but where

are the other men? This would be a strange run. A man wins, and the following thirteen places all
women?"
"Yes, the problem with metaphors. Men are better than women, in many circumstances, but they
have a major problem."
"Yes........"
"Assumed that at this table we would have five or so men, not to talk about thirteen - what would
happen?"
"You´re the man, tell me."
"They would start to fight against each other, they would start to try to become the number one, to
get my seat at the table. Look at the situation in the Council of the movement. Do you think that this
bunch would be able to create something like the movement? They are only interested in to show
that they are better than all the others - but this is a movement! I need a group of people who is able
to work together in fulfilling a mutual aim - it´s better to do this with women! And do not forget, I
said it before, we have to establish a new society, not with rotten people like they sit in the council
of the movement."
"So, here decisions will be made - and the council?"
"Later we will have a session of the High Council, tomorrow of the Council. Today we will make
the decisions, tomorrow the council can chatter a while, then I will come to a decision after I heard
the Council."
"The decision that already has been made a day before here in this council."
"Exactaly!"
"How you name these women?"
"Members of the High Council, if you like. Each of these women has a special work area, call them
ministers if you like. Call them advisers if you like. This is of no importance."
"And I will participate in today´s meeting?"
"No, sorry, but this would be too much too fast. Now you have the knowledge about the most inner
of the movement. So far you have recommended yourself in a very good manner, but this step has
to come later. Only a moment, then the session will begin. I will say some words about you, but
then you have to leave."
"And I will get also no information about today´s topics?"
"Only one topic. What will be the best way to wage the coming nuclear war. In which way we can
wipe out as much of today´s population as possible, but by keeping still a rest of earth habitable for
the upcoming new society."
"We have to wage a nuclear war?"
"Unfortunately it was allowed nations like North Korea or Pakistan and others to gain nuclear
weapons. We have to remove this danger for the movement, we have to destroy their nuclear
weapons, we will do this with a preemptive stroke. But there are details that have to be planned. But
now the session will begin."
****
"Members of the High Council, today it´an honor to me to introduce Lady Jaime Jessica to you. She
has rendered very good work in former Great Britain, and I think that she will find her place in the
movement and will play a role in its further rise. She´s here to show her respect for this institution
and the movement a such. High Council, Lady Jaime Jessica - Lady Jaime Jessica, the High
Council!"
****
"Has the decision been made, in which way the nuclear war will be waged - if it´s okay, that I ask?"
"Of course, it´s okay that you´re interested in the affairs of the movement. But unfortunately we
have no final plan so far. Well, the former France, Great Britain, USA and Russia are under our
control. Their nuclear weapons we can use. Israel is on our side, they say that they will be neutral.

So we have the following countries with nuclear weapons which we have to destroy: China, India,
Pakistan and North Korea."
"But you said, that the aim will be to kill as many of the useless life as possible. And if I´m not
wrong, then most of the life is useless, also in Europe and the USA."
"Yes, therefore this war will be somewhat different. We have to achieve different aims. China,
India, Pakistan and North Korea, as well as Israel should use all their nuclear weapons after our
preemptive strike, all that we have not destroyed. This will be not that difficult. The former USA
and Russia have together nearly thirteen thousand atomic warheads, France and Great Britain
another five hundred. The rest of the nations with nuclear weapons have no seven hundred all
together. It will be a fast war, we will still have a lot of nuclear warheads after our preemptive
strike."
"So, the idea is, to destroy the other nations with nuclear weapons, to eliminate their nuclear
weapons – what´s about with the warheads that will reach Europe and the USA, Israel?"
"Who´s interested in Israel - they will detonate?"
"Okay. What should the world look like, after the nuclear war?"
"The world as it was will be destroyed. Only the movement will be in possession of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction then. As many as possible of the useless life should
be eliminated, the rest we can do later. The valuable life will withdraw to a secret harbor."
"I cannot see it - our army?"
"Our army will be very small. Today we need specialists in control centers, no idiots who are
running around on the ground."
"The save harbor?"
"Somewhere in Africa most probably. Madagascar maybe. No nuclear weapons in Africa."
"And the niggers there?"
"Who´s interested in them? Only twenty-six million inhabitants are living on this isle. It will be
easy to decimate them far enough so that we can ground the future of the movement on this isle.
The final elimination has time."
"But all the infrastructure, militarily and non-militarily?"
"What I have shown you the last time, had you any idea about that?"
"No, absolutely not."
"All what that the public sees is nothing than a facade. In secret totally different plans are
developing."
"How many are supposed to survive, how many are supposed to form the new human civilization?"
"To survive? Well, we still will need an army, we still will need servants, we still will need slaves
and so on. Therefore, this number is not finally determined. How many will form the new level of
humankind? Specialists give numbers from five hundred till five thousand individuals, that would
be needed to have a chance to form a new population of humans. We plan to start with around ten
thousand."
"And all the others?"
"Are unnecessary."
"Billions of humans?"
"Useless and unnecessary."
"And the slaves, worker and so on?"
"It would be best to reduce the human population to ten thousand over the time. We could keep the
genetic information of some races and individuals. It will be soon possible to clone the human
material we need in addition."
"Fascinating! I have to say that I´m aroused, I will be one of the ten thousand?"
"So it´s planned. And also I´m aroused, I´m all the time aroused, being together with you."
"Then I will do my best to bestow you satisfaction!"
****

"Did you and the High Council make progress in developing a plan to achieving our aims?"
"Well, the plan as such is not the problem. We have to be sure about some details, and not least the
timing will be important. We have to use our overwhelming nuclear power to destroy the nuclear
threat of the unnecessary races. But we have not to forget the threat of biological and chemical
weapons. In a way it´s not important to destroy them as such, but we have to destroy the ability of
others to use them against us, the chosen ones. Therefore we need a preemptive strike that ensures
that others will have no longer the ability to use nuclear, chemical and biological weapons to fight
against us. At the moment that we have achieved this, we will have all the times then to erase all
unnecessary life from this planet with our means of destruction, especially our nuclear, chemical
and biological weapons."
"To weaken our enemies before our preemptive stroke would be no bad idea - but I think you
already plan this."
"Of course, we use especially some of our biological weapons. They will become very effective
soon. The nice point is, that we have of course the cure, the vaccine to safe us."
"Why we protect us not right now?"
"You mean, why you´re not vaccinated so far?"
"Not especially I, I´m here. I think that I´m not endangered to get ill so far. But our troupes for
instance, our soldiers? I have not heard that they get vaccinated?"
"Of course not, this would only raise suspicion among our enemies. Soon some countries will
struggle with a new virus, and when their health crisis is at a high stage, then we will cut loose. It´s
only good, when also we have some struggle with this new virus, when for instance some of our
soldiers will die. It´s an honor for a soldier to die for his country, after the preemptive stroke we will
vaccinate our soldiers in a large manner."
"And the.............normal people?"
"The more of them who we need no longer will die, the better for us. And it´s not important in
which way they will die. Was Stalin interested in, that millions of farmers starved to death - why he
should? Hitler had to make such extreme efforts to kill a few million Jews, it´s much more effective
to let them starve to death, or that they die by an illness."
"I understand, and we will have our safe harbor, most probably on Madagascar. We only have to
assure that no enemy can affect us there, at least not in an effective way."
"Yes, it will take time that we have enabled all our enemies to shoot a small missile on us or
something like that. But we can answer with all the brutality our armory enables us. We can destroy
their territory totally, we can make it uninhabitable, who cares? As said, it´s not important why they
are dying, it´s only important that they are dying."
"I look forward! So, we have this biological weapons still in action - I like this!"
"I knew that you would be a good choice, and again I´m fucking horny - I have to fuck you!"

A Sudden New Virus
A sudden new virus hit the world, it started in China, very fast cases in India and Pakistan, even
North Korea. Of course also cases in Europe and the USA, a mutated form started to spread in
Africa and soon in South America. Rumor said that the virus was man made and escaped from a
laboratory - well, not really. The world started to struggle, the virus was very contagious and deadly
- a bad combination. Especially dense populated countries had a big problem - China and India for
example. Also countries with no good health system, like the countries in Africa, but also larger
layers of population in Europe or the USA had to struggle - the poor population. All in all it was a
hard time for the world, till suddenly the redemption came.
A short strike, mainly performed by submarines, short, unexpected and very successful. But in a
way it was also a salvation, a salvation for many, many who no longer had to suffer from all the
deadly diseases who followed, who had no longer to suffer from indescribable pain.

"What do you mean, is there more suffering in the world now as before?"
"This world was always a world fulfilled with suffering. Soon this will change. The human spirit
has reached a stage, where it has to become free. It´s time to end this imperfect world, it´s time to
shake off all this human vermin, we have to disinfect our wonderful planet."
"New death rates - interested?"
"Always!"
"China and India are more or less uninhabitable now, in Africa we reach a death rate of nearly fifty
percent now. It´s interesting to see, that some try to fight against our Nazi troupes now, it´s nice to
see all this dying."
"Yes, some think that the movement are this Nazi idiots, some think that the movement are the
Whites, some think that the movement are the rich - all fight against all. We will see in which way
all will develop, at the moment the death rates are very satisfying."
"And Madagascar?"
"An elite troupe cleans up the isle at the moment. So long we can stay in our bunkers very easily,
we have time to wait."
"And what will we do while we wait?"
"Looking at the nice pictures from all this suffering around the world - and having sex of course!"
"What a nice combination!"

The World
The world, the rest of the world was easy, in a way a no-brainer, really interested in details - it was
in a way very boring, at least it became boring with the time, seeing millions and billions dying and
suffering? Well, maybe later.
Maybe you´re more interested in, in which pervert ways I fucked my sweet British bitch? Well, she
was a lady, therefore "pervert" meant not, that I forced her to something, on the contrary! And for
the real pervert and real hard stuff there were enough slaves available, you could use up. Interested
in some details, raping and torturing a thirteen-year-old for example? Well, maybe later.
Interesting for me was, to see the way the world got more and more rid of all this garbage and
vermin on it, more and more the world became cleaned up. Yes, larger parts of the world became
uninhabitable for a shorter or longer time, but we not needed this parts anymore, they would recover
fast and well, now cleaned up from the human garbage. I really enjoyed it, to get the daily numbers
- million, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, billions - it was fantastic! Numbers, only numbers,
but then so much more, an aim that came nearer and nearer, and I became older and older. Yes, it
was not a one-day task, we needed decades for the complete clean up, but we were hard and
consequent, focused, brutal to ourselves! But you said that you were interested in details - in what
details? The dying and suffering? My fantastic sex with my sweet British bitch? My "little" private
pleasures? Don´t be shy, be honest, you would like it all! And for the women some stories about
Lady Jamie Jessica´s little private pleasures? Oh well, also for the men of course! So let us
begin.........

Epilogue?
Well, I'm not sure whether you would like it, would I continue now - for me the question is, what
should I write. Not, that I had no ideas - on the contrary! From the beginning of my writing I talked
about it - "My Dark Heart - Itinerary" - that I can empathize with everyone, with the the raped as
well as with the rapist. Why not? From side of the rapist it's (all) about domination, for example.
But now the problem.
It's again this randomness and - maybe more important - that, that I could hardly write something

not already happened. Yes, I'm on my way to kill billions, but the Fascists killed millions in
concentration camps with very limited means - I think it's in a way more extreme to gas millions in
gas chambers and to burn them in crematories, as to kill billions with nuclear bombs, biological and
chemical weapons. For Americans, it's much easier to grab your gun and shoot dead your neighbor,
as to grab the kitchen knife and to stab him to death.
Yes, I could start now to describe cruelties, write in a pornographic way, also regarding children.
But for what? Read the Wikipedia article about Peter Scully, think about what happens every day,
not only in Thailand or on the Philippines, also in Germany or the USA. It would be, like writing
about "Citizen Kane" for example, about Hearst, Rosebud and the sledge - about things, a thousand
times about it has been written.
This not means, that I would never write about this movie - and I have done so! But not about the
metaphoric meaning of "Rosebud" - why, you can solve the mystery in ten seconds by using the
Internet. But about my feelings, my relationship with movie, my relation and feeling are unique, in
the way, that I'm unique.
To write about a serial killer would be boring for me, would I be a serial killer it would be
interesting to do so. Still the question is unanswered, what would I had done during the Nazi era,
and of course this question will be unanswered for ever. But I was never in such a situation, a war
situation for example. Had I committed war crimes in Vietnam? Had I raped a girl in Vietnam? Also
this questions will stay unanswered for ever. But what’s irrevocable is, that I could potentially do all
this! It would be an unbelievable arrogance to say, that I would be in any case and circumstance
unable to do such things, that others have done! It would be unbelievably arrogant to put myself
over them, who did such things! But in the end, I was never in such a situation, therefore I think it
would be arrogant to write about.
I stop my writing at this story now, forever? At the moment I see "The Book Of......." as something
much more interesting and challenging. I could go through history now, from the Roman Empire
and before till today and copy cruelties, could go through literature like "My Secret Life", reports
about Thailand and much more - it would be bare copying!
"The Book Of........" I know nothing comparative to that what I have (vaguely) in my mind,
especially I've no real idea whereto this writing will lead - honestly! "Dystopian Dreaming" the
result is obvious - "A Fantasy Novel........" and in a way "Tamara".
I will not exclude that I will continue with "Utopian Dreaming", but I don't think so at the moment.
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